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Abstract:

In this paper, existing lifetime-aware routing algorithms are divided into two categories: General

Max-Min (GMM) algorithm and Conditional Max-Min (CMM) algorithm. Motivated by algorithmic mechanism
design, two truthful mechanisms for these two types of algorithms are proposed: SMM for GMM algorithm and
SMM-VCG for CMM algorithm. By giving appropriate payments to the relay nodes, the proposed mechanisms
gurantee that existing algorithms achieve their design objectives even in the presence of selfish nodes. It is shown
that the payment ratio is relatively small and stable due to the nature of lifetime-aware routing algorithms, which is
also confirmed by experiments.
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将已有的生命周期路由算法分成两类:普通 Max-Min(GMM)算法和条件 Max-Min(CMM)算法,然后为这

两类算法分别提出它们的诚实机制.通过给予中继节点适当的报酬,这些诚实机制可以确保已有的算法在面对自私
节点的时候也可以实现它们的设计目标.说明生命周期路由算法的本质可以使这种报酬率相对较低且比较稳定,实
验结果也进一步证明了这一点.
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Introduction
Wireless ad hoc network is a network composed of a collection of mobile nodes. The communication of nodes

can be carried out without the support of any fixed infrastructure. A node can communicate directly with other
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nodes within its transmission range. To communicate with nodes beyond the range, intermediate nodes are required
for relaying packets hop by hop. An ad hoc routing protocol is used to find paths between nodes (see Ref.[13] for a
survey).
Due to the limited battery power of node, power-conservation is an important design criterion for ad hoc
routing protocol. An ad hoc routing protocol should be power-aware. Current research on power-aware routing
mainly focuses on two aspects: minimizing the consumed energy of communication (i.e. energy-efficient) and
maximizing the lifetime of the whole network (i.e. lifetime-aware). An energy-efficient routing protocol tries to find
a path which has the minimal consumed energy. However, the nodes in the minimal energy path will be drained out
of energy quickly if all the packets are routed along this path, which results in the partition of the network.
Therefore, it would be better to distribute the traffic load among nodes, which is discussed by lifetime-aware
routing protocols.
Most previous works on power-aware routing have implicitly assumed that nodes are cooperative and truthful.
A node is cooperative means that the node is willing to relay packets for other nodes. A node is truthful means that it
will reveal its private information, such as its residual energy etc. However, these assumptions cannot be taken for
granted from the view of an individual node. For a node, some resources, such as battery power, are scarce, and the
forwarding actions will drain its battery. A node may tend to be selfish. It can refuse to relay packets for others, or
just claim a very low residual energy so that it cannot be selected as a relay node by lifetime-aware routing
protocols. We cannot simply expect the nodes to follow the designed routing protocols faithfully.
Selfishness has been actively studied in wireless ad hoc networks in recent years. Several protocols have been
proposed to stimulate cooperation. These protocols are either punishment-based or payment-based. Nodes are
punished for non-cooperation in punishment-based models while awarded for cooperation in payment-based
models. Further more, Ref.[1] proposed Ad hoc-VCG, a reactive routing protocol ensures that nodes are cooperative
and truthful while also achieving the globally desirable objective of energy-efficiency. However, as we have pointed
out, lifetime is also an important metric for network. In the face of selfish nodes, how to make existing
lifetime-aware routing algorithms achieve their design objectives is an imperative problem to be solved.
In this paper, we investigate the maximum lifetime routing mechanism design problem in ad hoc networks. We
intensively study existing lifetime-aware routing algorithms, and divide them into two categories: General Max-Min
(GMM) algorithm and Conditional Max-Min (CMM) algorithm. GMM algorithm selects the path which has the
maximal lifetime. CMM algorithm selects the path which can maximize another criterion if there exist several paths
whose lifetimes are longer than some threshold. Based on these two types of algorithms, we propose two
mechanisms, Second-Max-Min (SMM) and SMM-VCG, which cope with the selfishness in the framework of
algorithmic mechanism design[12]. Our mechanisms are truthful and work properly even nodes in network being
selfish. We also present a DSR-like routing protocol Ad hoc-SMM to implement the proposed mechanisms.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews some related work. Section 3 analyzes the
mechanism design problem for lifetime-aware routing in wireless ad hoc networks. Section 4 proposes SMM
mechanism for GMM algorithm, and proves the truthfulness of SMM mechanism. Section 5 proposes SMM-VCG
mechanism for CMM algorithm. Section 6 presents an Ad hoc-SMM protocol for the implementation of
mechanisms. Section 7 implements experiments to evaluate the performance of payment ratio. We conclude our
work in Section 8.

2

Related Work
In this section, we review some related works. Existing lifetime-aware algorithms are introduced first. They do
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not consider the effect of selfish nodes. We find that the theory of algorithmic mechanism design is quite suitable
for the analysis of our problem, thus we provide a brief introduction to the concept of mechanism design.
2.1 Lifetime-Aware algorithms
Several lifetime-aware algorithms have been proposed to maximize the lifetime of network. Min-Max battery
cost routing (MMBCR) algorithm[14] avoids the path with nodes having the least battery capacity among all nodes in
all possible paths. Conditional Max-Min battery capacity routing (CMMBCR) algorithm[14] selects the path with
minimum total transmission power when there exist some possible paths and all nodes in these path have sufficient
residual battery power (i.e., above a threshold). Maximum Residual Packet Capacity (MRPC) algorithm[10]
identifies the capacity of a node not only by its residual battery power, but also by the expected energy spent in
reliably forwarding a packet over a specific link, and selects the path which has the largest packet capacity at the
critical node. Conditional Maximum Residual Packet Capacity (CMRPC) algorithm[10] is a conditional variant of
MRPC, which uses minimum-energy path when there exist more than one paths and the packet capacity at all the
nodes in these paths above a specific threshold. Lifetime Prediction Routing (LPR) algorithm[11] minimizes the
variance in the remaining power of all the nodes and thereby prolongs the network lifetime.
These algorithms use well-defined metrics to describe the lifetime of a node. A metric usually considers
parameters like residual battery power of nodes, transmission power between two connected nodes and others. By
considering the residual battery power of nodes, a routing algorithm distributes the power consumption evenly
among nodes. Besides the residual battery power of nodes, if a routing algorithm also considers the overall
transmission power of a path, it will minimize the power consumption at the same time.
2.2 Algorithmic mechanism design
Algorithmic mechanism design considers the problems in a distributed environment where the participants
cannot be assumed to follow the algorithm but rather their own self-interest. Reference [12] proposed the concept of
algorithmic mechanism design, and gave a formal model to solve the mechanism design problems. The model can
be described as following:
In a distributed environment, there are n agents. Each agent i has some private information ti, called its type.
For a mechanism design problem, there is an output specification that maps each type vector to a set of allowed
outputs o∈O. Agent i’s preferences are given by a valuation function v(o,ti). A mechanism defines a family of
strategies Ai for each agent i. For each strategy vector (a1,…,an), ai∈Ai, the mechanism computes an output
o=o(a1,…,an), and a payment vector p=p(p1,…,pn). Agent i’s utility is ui=pi−v(o,ti). It is the i’s goal to maximize its
utility. A mechanism is called truthful if for every agent i of type ti and for every strategy a−i of the other agents, i’s
utility is maximized when it declares its type ti.
Several typical problems have been solved mechanism design problem. Reference [12] used the VickreyClarke-Groves(VCG) mechanism[3,6,15] solving the shortest path problem, and designed an n-approximation
mechanism for task scheduling problems. Other applications include BGP-based mechanism for low-cost routing[4],
optimization problems in congestion control[8], and load balancing in distributed systems[5] etc.
2.3 Algorithmic mechanism design in ad hoc networks
In the context of wireless ad hoc networks, Refs.[1,16,18] etc. applied mechanism design theory to solve
problems in ad hoc networks. Reference [1] investigated cost-efficient routing problem. It proposed a reactive
routing protocol Ad hoc-VCG, which achieved the design objectives of truthfulness and cost-efficiency by paying to
the intermediate nodes a premium over their actual costs for forwarding packets. If additionally assumed that all
nodes have the same cost-of-energy, Ad hoc-VCG would choose the most energy-efficient path. Reference [18]
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investigated both routing and forwarding problems, and proposed Corsac protocol which integrates VCG
mechanism with a novel cryptographic technique to address the challenge in ad hoc networks that a link cost is
determined by two nodes together. Corsac applies efficient cryptographic techniques to designing a forwarding
protocol to enforce routing decision such that fulfilling a routing decision can bring maximum utility to node.
Reference [19] presented a systematic study of collusion resistance problem in incentive-compatible routing, where
a group of nodes may cooperate to cheat. It showed that achieving Group Strategy Proof is impossible while
achieving Strong Nash Equilibrium is possible. More specifically, it designed a scheme to achieve Strong Nash
Equilibrium for collusion resistance, and gave a cryptographic method that prevents profit transfer between
colluding nodes. Reference [16] investigated multicast problem, and designed several truthful multicast mechanisms
without using VCG.

3

Problem Analysis
In this section, we present the mechanism design problem for lifetime-aware routing in wireless ad hoc

networks by considering the behavior of each individual node. We analyze existing algorithms, divide them into two
groups, and show that these algorithms cannot work properly in the case of selfish nodes.
A wireless ad hoc network N consists of a set of mobile nodes. The nodes have the following characteristics:
•

Each node has some private information, such as its lifetime, and transmission cost etc;

•

Every node is selfish but economically rational. A rational node means that the node is willing to forward
packets for other nodes only when it can get payment equal to or greater than what it valuates;

•

The goal of each node is to maximize its own utility. To get more utility, it may check about its private
information;

•

Each node belongs to different users. It means that the nodes would not collaborate to cheat.

Now, a source node S wants to send a message to a destination node D. There are n possible paths that can be
found by using a DSR-like routing protocol. We should design a mechanism which can select a truthful path from
all possible paths to maximize the lifetime of network.
Section 2 has reviewed the solutions that do not consider the influence of selfish nodes. We can divide these
algorithms into two categories by algorithm structures:
•

General Max-Min (GMM) algorithm
In this type of algorithms, all nodes use a common metric of lifetime, which can be specified by a
function g(⋅). The factors, such as the residual battery power of nodes and the transmission power
between nodes, can be used as the parameters of function g(⋅). We treat the minimal lifetime of nodes in
a path as lifetime of path. This algorithm favors the path which has the maximal lifetime, i.e. it selects a
path as follows:
Max(Min( g ( R ij ,...)))
j∈ A

i∈ j

(1)

where R ij is the residual battery power of node i in path j, and A is the set of all possible paths.
Algorithms such as MMBCR, MRPC, and LPR belong to the type of GMM.
•

Conditional Max-Min (CMM) algorithm
In this type of algorithms, if there exists several paths whose lifetime are longer than a specified
threshold γ, it selects the path which can minimize another criterion F(⋅), i.e. it selects a path as follows:
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⎧ Max(Min( g ( R ij ,...))), Q = ∅
⎪⎪ j∈ A i∈ j
Let Q = {Min( g ( R ij , ...)) ≥ γ , j ∈ A} , o = ⎨
⎛
⎞
i∈ j
⎪ Min ⎜⎜ ∑ f (T ji ,...) ⎟⎟ , Q ≠ ∅
j∈Q
⎪⎩
⎝ i∈ j
⎠

(2)

where T ji is the transmission energy level of node i in path j, and f(⋅) is a representation of transmission
cost of nodes. F(⋅)= ∑ f (T ji ,...) is the total transmission cost of path j.
i∈ j

It can be seen that CMM algorithm integrates the advantage of an energy-efficient routing algorithm with
the advantage of a lifetime-aware routing algorithm. It tries to satisfy two constraints simultaneously:
distributing the power consumption of each node evenly and minimizing the overall transmission energy
for each connection. Algorithms such as CMMBCR and CMRPC belong to the type of CMM.
As we have mentioned, a node may tend to be selfish. To prevent its battery power being consumed for other
nodes, a node i may refuse to relay packets, or declare a very low lifetime so that the path j (i belongs to j) will not
be selected as the output path by existing algorithms. In this situation, GMM and CMM will fail to work properly.
In this paper, we deal with the maximal lifetime routing problems while considering selfish nodes at the same
time. Our objective is to design mechanism which ensures to route along the path selected by GMM or CMM
algorithm, such that the path is truthful.

4

SMM Mechanism and Analysis
In this section, we propose SMM mechanism for GMM algorithm. Instead of considering the behavior of every

node, we treat the nodes in a path as a whole in SMM and select the path with the maximum lifetime while pay it
according to the second maximum lifetime among the paths’ lifetime.
4.1 SMM mechanism for GMM

To design a mechanism, we should provide its output function, define practical valuation function of nodes,
and present appropriate payment function.
The output function o(⋅) is given firstly. According to the lifetime declaration of each node (a node can declare
its lifetime at will), the output function o(⋅) selects a path from all possible paths by using GMM algorithm. We
assume that there are n possible paths between the source node S and the destination node D, and there are m nodes
in all these n paths. The output function o(⋅) can be represented as follows:
o(a1...a m ) = Max(Min(a ij ))
j∈ A

i∈ j

(3)

where a ij is the lifetime declaration of node i in path j.
The valuation function of nodes is defined by

⎧0, i ∉ o
⎪
v(o, t i ) = ⎨ c
⎪⎩ t i , i ∈ o

(4)

where ti is the lifetime of node i.
Equation (4) means that if i does not belong to the output path o, i’s evaluation would be 0; otherwise, i’s
evaluation is inversely proportion to its lifetime. Intuitively, the shorter lifetime a node i has, the more likely that i
is not willing to forward packets for others. Therefore, node i would expect more payment if the source node S
wants i to forward packets for him.
The goal of a selfish node is to maximize its utility, so it tends to choose favorable strategy and becomes
truthless. If a node declares false lifetime, the output function o(⋅) may select an improper path because the output is
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calculated according to the lifetime declaration of each node. We have to design an appropriate payment function
which can meet the requirements of nodes while compatible with the output of the algorithm.
We treat the minimal lifetime declaration of nodes in path j as j’s lifetime declaration. We assume that the
nodes whose lifetime declaration is minimal in all n possible paths are q1,…,qn, thus the lifetime declarations of
q
q
q
these n paths are a1 1 ,..., an n−−11 , an n . We can simply denote them by a1,…,an−1,an. Let path o be the path which has

maximum lifetime declaration among all these n paths (o’s lifetime declaration is ao, it is the output path), and let
path s be the path which has the second maximum lifetime declaration among all these n paths (its lifetime
declaration is as). We define the payment function p(⋅) by
⎧0, ∀j ≠ o, i ∈ j
⎪
p(a ) = ⎨ c
⎪ a , j = o, i ∈ o
⎩ s
i
j

(5)

Eq.(5) means that the payment to nodes which do not belong to the output path would be 0, and the payment to
nodes in the output path is related to path s, i.e. the payment to nodes in the output path is related to the path which
has the second maximum lifetime declaration in all possible paths.
We call our mechanism the Second-Max-Min (SMM) mechanism and will analyze it in the next section. We
will prove that SMM mechanism is truthful, i.e. every node’s strategy is to report its type, so the lifetime declaration
of each node is equal to its type ( a ij = t ij ).
Let us consider the network in Figure 1 as an example. There are three paths between S and D: Si1D, Si2i3D,
and Si2i4D. The lifetime of Si1D is 3, the lifetime of Si2i3D is 4, and the lifetime of Si2i4D is 2. By applying SMM
mechanism, we choose Si2i3D, which holds the maximum lifetime in all these three paths, as the output path. The
payment to nodes (i2,i3) in Si2i3D is related to Si1D, which has the second maximum lifetime (3 in this
c
c
these three paths. The payment to i2 is
, which is larger than its valuation
, and i2’s utility is
3
5
c
c
c c
, which is also larger than its valuation
, and i3’s utility is
payment to i3 is
− . The payment
3
4
3 4
is 0.

to i1 and i4

i3
L(i3)=4

i2
L(i2)=5

S

case) in all
c c
− . The
3 5

i4
L(i4)=2

D

i1
L(i1)=3

Fig.1

An example for SMM mechanism

4.2 SMM mechanism analysis

Here we show that the design of SMM mechanism can ensure GMM algorithm to get its desired output in the
presence of selfish nodes.
First, SMM mechanism guarantees the voluntary participation of all nodes. If a node can get payment equal to
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or greater than its valuation (i.e. its utility is non-negative), it is willing to participate in the protocols. In our
mechanism, if a node does not belong to the path selected as the route from S to D, its valuation is 0 and its payment
is 0 too, thus its utility is 0. If a node i belongs to the output path j, its valuation is equal to or less than c/aj, while
i’s payment is c/as, where s is the path which has the second maximum lifetime declaration in all possible paths. The
utility of i is c/as−c/aj, which is non-negative because as≤aj.
Second, SMM mechanism is truthful, i.e. every node is truthful and declares its type. It is clear that if all nodes
declare their type, our mechanism guarantees the source node chooses algorithm desired path. Here, we prove that
SMM mechanism is truthful.
Theorem 1. SMM mechanism is truthful.

Proof:

To prove our mechanism is truthful, we need to show that every node cannot get more utility than

what it gets when declaring its true lifetime, that is, cheating cannot increase the utility of a node. It is proved in two
steps: (1) The lifetime declaration of each path is truthful; (2) The lifetime declaration of each node in a path is
truthful.
(1) The lifetime declaration of each path is truthful.
Here, we treat all the nodes in a path as a whole, and consider the behavior of a path. A path may be untruthful,
and it can over-declare or under-declare its lifetime. The function o(⋅) selects a path as the output according to the
lifetime declaration of each path. We assume that there are n possible paths between S and D. When every node
declares its true lifetime, let path o be the path having maximum lifetime (o’s lifetime is to, and o is the output path).
1) Prove that the utility of every node in o is maximized when o declares its true lifetime no matter what
lifetimes the other paths declare.
The utility of a node i in o is determined by the path s having second maximum lifetime. We consider the
behavior of s.
(I) s declares its true lifetime ts (as=ts).
−

If o declares its true lifetime to (ao=to), i’s utility is u1 =

c c
− , which is larger than 0 since as ≤ to ≤ toi .
as toi

Otherwise

−

If o declares false lifetime ao and ao>to, i’s utility is still u1 because o still can be selected as the output
path.

−

If o declares false lifetime ao and ao<to, (A) if as≤ao<to, i’s utility is still u1; (B) if ao<as, o cannot be
selected as the output path, and i’s utility is 0.
From (I) we can get that: if s declares its true lifetime, the utilities of nodes in o are maximized when o

declares its true lifetime.
(II) s declares false lifetime as and as<ts. The analysis is similar to that for (I).
(III) s declares false lifetime as and as>ts:
(i) If to≥as>ts, the analysis is similar to that for (I).
(ii) If as>to,

−
−

if o declares its true lifetime to (ao=to), i’s utility is 0 since o cannot be selected as the output path.
c c
if o declares false lifetime ao and ao>to, (A) if to<as≤ao, i’s utility is
− . There must exist
as toi
some nodes in o, such as the node with the minimal lifetime, whose utilities are smaller than 0
since as>to; (B) if to<ao<as, o cannot be selected as the output path, and its utility is 0.

−

if o declares false lifetime ao and ao<to, o cannot be selected as the output path, and i’s utility is 0.
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From (II) and (III), we can also get that the utility of every node in o is maximized when o declares its
true lifetime if s declares false lifetime.
Table 1 gives a list of i’s utility in all the possible cases discussed above.
2) Prove that the utility of every node in path j (tj≤to) is maximized when j declares its true lifetime no matter
what lifetimes the other paths declare.
The utility of a node i in path j is related to the path o which has maximal lifetime declaration ao among all the
other paths (do not include j). If aj≤ao, j cannot be selected as the output path, and i’s utility is 0. If aj>ao, j can be
selected as the output path, and o would be the second maximum lifetime declaration path. j’s utility is related to
path o. Table 2 gives a list of i’s utility in all the possible cases. Here we do not discuss them in detail. As an
example, we analyze the situation when ao=to, aj>tj and aj>ao. In this case, j can be selected as the output path and o
c c
is the second maximum lifetime declaration path. i’s utility is
− . There must exist some nodes in j, such as
ao t ij
the node with the minimal lifetime, whose utilities are smaller than 0 since ao=to>tj.
Table 1

Utility of a node in path o

o’s utility

as=ts

as<ts

ao=to

u1≥0

u2>0

u1

u2

u1
0

u2
0

ao>to
ao<to

≥as
<as
≥as
<as

as>ts
<to
>to
u3>0
0
≤0
u3
0
0

0

Table 2

Utility of a node in path j

j’s utility

ao=to

ao<to

aj=tj

0
0
<0

0
0
<0

>tj
0
0
<0

0

0

0

aj>tj
aj<tj

≤ao
>ao
≤ao
>ao

ao>to
<tj
u1>0
u1
0
u1

(2) The lifetime declaration of each node in a path j (j≠o) is truthful.
For a node i in path j,
1) i is the node which has the minimal lifetime in path j, then i’s behavior represents the behavior of path j. If i
over-declares its lifetime, the lifetime declaration of path j will be over-declared. If i under-declares its lifetime, the
lifetime declaration of path j will be under-declared. We can analyze this kind of situation similarly to the analysis
in step (1) above, so we omit it here.
2) i is not the node which has the minimal lifetime in path j. We assume that k is the node which has the
minimal lifetime in path j, and i’s lifetime is t ij , k’s lifetime is t kj . If i declares false lifetime a ij > t ij , i cannot get
more utility because i’s utility is determined by k. If i declares false lifetime a ij ≤ t ij : (A) t kj ≤ a ij < t ij , i cannot get
more utility; (B) a ij < t kj , i will be the node which has the minimal lifetime declaration. We can also analyze it
similarly to the analysis in step (1) above, so we omit it here.
All analyses above are based on the assumption that every node’s lifetime declaration information is unknown
and cannot be altered by others, which is ensured by the PKI-based security model to be discussed in Section 6. If a
node i can alter the lifetime declaration of all its predecessors in a path j, it will declare its true lifetime and make its
lifetime declaration the minimal one by increasing the lifetime declaration of other nodes. This behavior will
increase the possibility that path j is selected as the output path. It will also increase the possibility that node i get
more utility at the cost of sacrificing the others’ utility.
To measure the payment, we define payment ratio: Let path j be the output path, payment ratio is the ratio of
payment for path j to valuation of path j. We have the following theorem for payment ratio.
Theorem 2. For SMM mechanism, let path o be the output path, which has the maximum lifetime in all

possible paths from S to D; and path s has the second maximum lifetime. Let Max( aoi ) denote the maximal lifetime
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declaration of nodes in path o, Min( aoi ) denotes the minimal lifetime declaration of nodes in path o, and Min( asi )
denotes the minimal lifetime declaration of nodes in path s, then

Min(aoi )
Max(aoi )
≤β ≤
i
Min(as )
Min( asi )
Proof:

(6)

We assume that the output path o is {S , i1 ,..., ilo , D} , then
⎧
⎪
⎪≤
lo ⋅ c
lo
⎪
Min(asi ) ⎪⎪
as
= lo
β = lo
⎨
1
c
∑ aik ∑ aik ⎪⎪
k =1 o
k =1 o
⎪≥
⎪
⎪⎩

lo
Min(asi ) Max(aoi )
=
lo
Min(asi )
i
Max(ao )
lo
Min(asi ) Min(aoi )
=
lo
Min(asi )
i
Min(ao )

.

The payment ratio β can be used as an important measure to the performance of mechanism. If β is close to 1,
the premium that the source node pays to intermediate nodes is low. It means that the mechanism achieves the
design objective of algorithm at little additional cost. While β is far larger than 1, the premium that the source node
pays to intermediate nodes is high. It means that the mechanism achieves the design objective of algorithm at high
additional cost. The essence of a lifetime-aware routing algorithm is to distribute the power consumption evenly
among nodes, which leads to the result that the lifetime of nodes has the tendency of closing to each other. From
Theorem 2, we can conclude that β is close to 1 when the maximal lifetime of nodes in the output path is close to
the minimal lifetime of nodes in path which has the second maximum lifetime. Therefore, we can infer that SMM
mechanism has excellent payment ratio, which is relatively small and stable. Our conclusion is confirmed by
experiments.

5

SMM-VCG Mechanism and Analysis
In this section, we will consider another type of output function o(⋅), which uses CMM algorithm. To get CMM

algorithm desired path in the presence of selfish nodes, we propose a hybrid mechanism SMM-VCG, which
integrates the idea of SMM mechanism with Ad hoc-VCG mechanism[1].
5.1 SMM-VCG mechanism for CMM

Before going into the description of SMM-VCG mechanism, we introduce a definition: the class of lifetime.
Definition 1. We distribute the values of lifetime among classes. Using the threshold γ as borderline, and d as

step (d>0 and γ>d), the lifetime classes have the format like
(γ−k1⋅d),…,(γ−d),γ,(γ+d),…,(γ+k2⋅d).
If the value of lifetime is L and (γ+k⋅d)≤L<(γ+(k+1)⋅d), L belongs to the class (γ+k⋅d). We denote the class of L
as C(L).
Here we provide the output function o(⋅), valuation function v(⋅) and payment function p(⋅) of SMM-VCG
mechanism.
The output function o(⋅) selects a path by using CMM algorithm. o(⋅) can be represented as follows:
⎧Max(C (Min( a ij ))), Q = ∅
i∈ j
⎪ j∈ A
⎪
Let Q = {Min(a ij ) ≥ γ , j ∈ A} , o(a ij , bij ) = ⎨
⎛
⎞
i∈ j
Q≠∅
⎪Min ⎜⎜ ∑ bij ⎟⎟ ,
⎪⎩ j∈Q ⎝ i∈ j ⎠

(7)
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where a ij is the lifetime declaration of node i in path j, and bij is the transmission cost declaration of node i in
path j.
The valuation function of nodes is defined by
⎧
⎪
i∉o
⎪0,
⎪
c
v(o, t i , hi ) = ⎨ i ,
Q = ∅, i ∈ o
⎪ C (t )
⎪ c
i
⎪ i + h , Q ≠ ∅, i ∈ o
C
(
t
)
⎩

(8)

where hi is the transmission cost of node i, and c is a constant (c’s value will be determined by the following
description).
Eq.(8) means that if i does not belong to the output path o, i’s evaluation would be 0; otherwise
•

If Q=∅, i’s evaluation is only related to its lifetime, since the output function o(⋅) does not take the
transmission cost of i into account;

•

If Q≠∅, i’s evaluation is related to its lifetime and transmission cost, since the output function o(⋅)
considers the lifetime and transmission cost of i together.

As we have known, a selfish node may declare its lifetime and transmission cost untruthfully. To get the
prospective output in the presence of selfish nodes, the payment function p(⋅) is designed as follows:
⎧
⎪
j≠0
⎪0,
⎪⎪ c
i
i
p(a j , b j ) = ⎨
,
Q = ∅ , j = o, i ∈ j
⎪ C ( as )
⎪c
⎪ + VCG (bij ), Q ≠ ∅, j = o, i ∈ j
⎪⎩ γ

(9)

where s is the path which has the second maximum lifetime declaration in all possible paths, as is the lifetime
declaration of path s, bij is the transmission cost declaration of node i in path j, γ is the specified threshold,
VCG( bij ) is the VCG-payment to node i in path j according to i’s transmission cost declaration bij . Assumed that
⎛γ
⎞
the maximum VCG-payment to nodes is M (i.e. Max(VCG( bij ))≤M), we choose c = M ⋅ γ ⋅ ⎜ − 1⎟ .
⎝d
⎠
Eq.(9) means that if i does not belong to the output path o, the payment to i is 0; otherwise
•

If Q=∅, the form of payment is similar to the one in SMM mechanism, since the output o is selected by
using GMM algorithm;

•

If Q≠∅, p(⋅) is the sum of two parts: SMM payment and VCG payment. SMM payment is different from
the payment in SMM mechanism in that the payment is related to the threshold of CMM algorithm
instead of the path whose lifetime is the second maximum one in all possible paths. VCG payment is
computed by VCG mechanism, which has been illustrated in Ref.[1]. It can be represented as:
VCG( bij )=|SP−i|−|SP|+ bij

(10)
−i

where SP is the shortest path from S to D, |SP| is the total cost of SP, SP is the shortest path from S to D which
does not contain node i as an intermediate node.
5.2 SMM-VCG mechanism analysis

It is apparent that the payment to a node i is larger than the valuation of i in SMM-VCG mechanism. Here we
focus on proving the truthfulness of SMM-VCG mechanism.
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Theorem 3. SMM-VCG mechanism is truthful.

Proof:

If Q=∅, the mechanism only considers the lifetime declaration of nodes. The truthfulness of

SMM-VCG can be implied from Theorem 1.
If Q≠∅, we can also prove the truthfulness of SMM-VCG in two steps: (1) The lifetime declaration of each
path is truthful; (2) The lifetime declaration of each node in a path is truthful. The proof is similar to the proof of
Theorem 1. Here, we will not discuss them in detail but give some key points in step (1).
1) Consider a path j in Q. The utility of a node i in j is non-negative because j has the chance to be selected as
the output path. We assume j’s lifetime is aj, aj≥γ. Now we consider the situation that j declares a false lifetime aj:
(A) If j under-declares its lifetime below γ (aj<γ), i’s utility must be 0; (B) If j declares its lifetime no less than γ
(aj≥γ), SMM payment does not change. Therefore, if i wants to increase its utility, the only thing it can do is to
declare a false transmission cost and try to increase its VCG payment. But from Ad hoc-VCG, we know that
cheating cannot increase a node’s VCG-payment and the transmission cost declaration of a path is truthful too.
2) Consider a path j in A−Q. The utility of a node i in j is 0 if j declares its true lifetime aj (aj<γ). Now we
consider the case that j declares a false lifetime aj. If aj<γ, i’s utility does not change. If aj≥γ: (A) If j is not selected
as the output path, i’s utility does not change; (B) If j is selected as the output path, i’s utility is:
c

γ

+ VCG (bij ) −

⎛c
c
c ⎞
≤⎜ −
⎟ + M = M ⋅γ
C (t ij ) ⎝ γ γ − d ⎠

1 ⎞
⎛γ
⎞ ⎛1
⋅ ⎜ − 1⎟ ⋅ ⎜ −
⎟+M =0 .
⎝d
⎠ ⎝γ γ −d ⎠

It means that i’s utility may decrease.
Theorem 4. For SMM-VCG mechanism,

•

If Q=∅, let path o be the output path, let path s be the path which has the second maximum lifetime. Let
Max( aoi ) denote the maximal lifetime declaration of nodes in path o, Min( aoi ) denote the minimal
lifetime declaration of nodes in path o, and Min( asi ) denote the minimal lifetime declaration of nodes in
path s, then:
C (Min(aoi ))
C (Max(aoi ))
≤
β
≤
C (Min(asi ))
C (Min( asi ))

(11)

•

If Q≠∅, let path o be the output path, let Max( aoi ) denote the maximal lifetime declaration of nodes in
path o, then:
C (Max(aoi ))
β<
(12)
γ −d
Proof: We assume that the output path o is {S , i1 ,..., ilo , D} , then
•

If Q=∅,
⎧
⎪
⎪≤
lo ⋅ c
lo
⎪
C ( as )
C (Min( asi )) ⎪⎪
= lo
β = lo
⎨
1
c
∑ C (aik ) ∑ C (aik ) ⎪⎪
k =1
k =1
o
o
⎪≥
⎪
⎪⎩

•

If Q≠∅,

lo
C (Min(asi )) C (Max(aoi ))
=
lo
C (Min(asi ))
i
C (Max(ao ))
lo
C (Min(asi )) C (Min(aoi ))
=
lo
C (Min(asi ))
i
C (Min(ao ))

.
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β=

lo ⋅

c

γ

lo

⎛

k =0

⎝

lo

+ ∑VCG (boik )
k =1

c

∑ ⎜ C (a i

6

k

o

⎞
+ boik ⎟
)
⎠

<

lo ⋅
lo ⋅

c

γ

+ lo ⋅ M

c
C (Max(aoi ))
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=

C (Max( aoi ))
.
γ −d

Ad Hoc-SMM Protocol
To implement our proposed SMM and SMM-VCG mechanisms, we make some modifications to DSR[7] and

propose a new Ad hoc-SMM protocol.
DSR is a reactive routing protocol which is used to find the shortest hop path between source and destination.
In DSR, when a node wants to establish a route, it broadcasts a route request packet to its neighbors. An
intermediate node that received the route request packet processes the request as follows:
•

If the node has seen the route request before, discard the packet;

•

If the node’s address already exists in the route record in the request, discard the packet;

•

If the target of the request matches the node’s address or exists in the node's cache, return a route reply
packet to the source;

•

Otherwise, the node re-broadcasts the request to its neighbors.

Here, we propose Ad hoc-SMM protocol based on DSR. Some important points of Ad hoc-SMM protocol are
listed below (which makes Ad hoc-SMM different from DSR):
Firstly, we collect the private information of immediate nodes during the transmission of request packet. The
information includes lifetime declaration and link cost etc, which is private for each immediate node. We adopt the
cryptographic technique proposed in Ref.[18] to collect link costs and prevent cheating. To prevent a node’s lifetime
declaration information from being known or altered by other nodes, we adopt a PKI (Public Key Infrastructure)
based security model. In this model, the keyed encryption algorithm is known to all the nodes in the network, the
encryption and decryption keys are generated by the source node. When the source node starts a new route
discovery, it puts the encryption key in the route request packet. Every intermediate node uses the encryption key in
the received route request packet and the public encryption algorithm to encrypt its private declaration. After
receiving the route reply packet, the source node uses the decryption key to decrypt the lifetime declaration of each
intermediate node in the packet.
Secondly, we avoid the route cache optimization techniques used in DSR. The cached routes cannot represent
the current state of nodes because each node’s type keeps changing. In our implementation, the source node
periodically refreshes its cache and triggers a new route discovery process, the intermediate node does not respond
to the route requests with cached routes.
Thirdly, unlike DSR, a node processes the route request packet even it has seen the request before. We cannot
simply discard the packet because the later arrived request packet may have longer minimal lifetime declaration. In
our implementation, we ignore the judgment whether the node has seen the request before. To prevent heavy traffic,
node will discard a request packet if it has seen the request more than several times.
Fourthly, instead of selecting the shortest-hop path from several possible candidates, we try to choose a path
which can maximize the lifetime of network. When the source node wants to send a packet to the destination, it
starts a timer and launches the route discovery phase. During a period of time T, the source node may receive
several possible paths from the destination. Each path has the information of lifetime and transmission cost
declaration of nodes in the path. The source node can choose a path from these paths by using the output function
o(⋅) and calculate the payments to each node in the selected path by using the payment function p(⋅).
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Finally, we consider the payment assignment to nodes. Payment usually exists in the form of virtual
concurrency, for example, Nuglet proposed in Ref.[2] and Credit used in Ref.[17]. Two alternative models can be
used for payment assignment: source model and central-bank model[1,17]. In source model, the source node is willing
to pay to intermediate nodes for relaying packets. There is a strong assumption in source model: the source node
acts truthfully (i.e. it would not tell lies about its own information or modify the private information of intermediate
nodes). In fact, in the area of mechanism design, it is a tradition to treat the source node in such a special way[9].
With source model, a tamper-proof hardware is required at each node so that correct amount of virtual concurrency
is added or deducted from node. In central-bank model, a central bank manages accounts for all network nodes.
During a communication session, destination node keeps a record of truly incurred costs (without premiums) that
source owes to intermediate nodes, and reports the information to central bank when there is a fine connection. The
central bank then credits and debits nodes accordingly. It also pays premiums evenly to intermediate nodes and
periodically debits accounts of all nodes evenly in order to compensate for paid premiums, which is treated as
paying fee or tax for being part of network[1]. To source node, it is asked to pay for the actual costs to intermediate
nodes, thus it is in the source’s interest that true maximal lifetime path is computed and it declares its type
truthfully. To destination node, it has no cost and it is in the destination’s interest to report truthfully. All these make
central-bank scheme truthful. With central-bank model, no tamper-proof hardware is required since virtual
concurrency is managed by central-bank.

7

Experiments
As we have pointed out, our mechanisms have excellent payment ratio due to the nature of lifetime-aware

algorithm. In this section, we conducted experiments to assess it.
The simulation consisted of a network of 50 nodes randomly distributed over a 700×700m2 area. We used the
CBR traffic at 4 packets per second, and the packet size was 512 bytes. Random connections were established. The
source node refreshed its cache every other 10 sec. Each node was given enough battery power to finish the
experiments. The initial values of battery power in all nodes are same. A node could dynamically adjust its
transmission power based on the link distance d, and the transmission cost h is K⋅dα, where α is the signal loss
exponent. Four lifetime-aware routing algorithms, MMBCR, MRPC, CMMBCR, and CMRPC, were implemented in
our experiments. For each algorithm, we try to find the influence of different parameters (such as the link distance
d, the signal loss exponent α) on payment ratio.
In Fig.2, we present the payment ratio of MMBCR by using SMM mechanism when α=2. It can be observed
that the ratio payment is very small and close to 1. We compare the situations when the maximum transmission
range R of nodes is 150m, 200m and 250m respectively. The effect of transmission range increment lies in two
aspects: (1) Each node covers more nodes, so there are more possible paths between the source node and the
destination node. It will increase the balance of traffic on nodes and reduce the lifetime variance between nodes;
(2) The range of transmission cost will increase due to h=K⋅dα, which increases the lifetime variance between nodes.
In Fig.2, we can find that the payment ratio for R=150m is higher than the payment ratio for R=200m and R=250m.
This result can be viewed as the effect of the first aspect. The payment ratio for R=200m is close to the payment
ratio for R=250m, which can be viewed as the balance between these two aspects.
In Fig.3, we present the payment ratio of MRPC by using SMM mechanism when R=150. In MRPC, the
lifetime of a node is the ratio of its residual battery power to its transmission cost (we don’t consider the link’s
packet error probability). Though the initial battery power of all nodes is same, the transmission cost of nodes is
different because the transmission cost relates to the link distance. This experiment can be viewed as a simulation of
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the initial lifetime of all nodes is different. From Fig.3, we see that the payment ratio increases with the increment
of α. It is because that the higher α, the higher the difference between initial lifetime of nodes. At the same time, we
know that a lifetime-aware routing algorithm tries to minimize the variance of lifetime between nodes to increase
the lifetime of network. It can be observed in Fig.3 that the payment ratio decreases with time.
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Fig.3 Payment ratio versus signal loss
exponent in MRPC when R=150

In Fig.4, we present the payment ratio of CMMBCR by using SMM-VCG mechanism when α=2, γ=80%,
d=2%. In SMM-VCG mechanism, SMM payment is much higher than VCG payment, so the dominant effect to
payment ratio is the SMM payment. The payment ratio is high at the beginning of simulation because the SMM
payment is related to the threshold γ. With the lifetime decrement of nodes, the lifetime of each node is close to γ
and the SMM payment decreases too. Thus, the payment ratio can decrease and close to 1. After that, the output
path is selected by using MMBCR algorithm, then the payment ratio increases. The lifetime of each node is
converted to lifetime class, which causes that the payment ratio and increment speed are higher than that in Fig.2.
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Fig.5 Payment ratio versus signal loss
exponent in CMRPC when R=150

In Fig.5, we present the payment ratio of CMRPC by using SMM-VCG mechanism. As we have pointed out in
Fig.3, the initial lifetime of nodes is different because the transmission cost of nodes is different. Similar to Fig.4,
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the payment ratio is high at the beginning of simulations and decreases with the lifetime decrement of nodes. We
compare the payment ratio of different α by giving the same threshold γ. The higher α, the closer the initial lifetime
of nodes to γ. Therefore, the payment ratio is smaller when α is higher at the beginning of simulations. When the
lifetime of nodes reduces to γ, the payment ratio reaches the lowest point. After that, the output path is selected by
using CMMBCR algorithm. The payment ratio has some fluctuation: increases first (due to the large lifetime
variance between nodes), then decreases similar to Fig.3.

8

Conclusion
In this paper, we dealt with the problem of maximum lifetime routing in ad hoc network in the presence of

selfish nodes. We designed two mechanisms, SMM for GMM algorithm and SMM-VCG for the CMM algorithm, by
applying the framework of algorithm mechanism design. The basic idea of our mechanisms is to give appropriate
payment to stimulate the cooperation of nodes, and to ensure that cheating can not increase (or may even decrease)
the utility. In SMM mechanism, the payment to nodes in the output path is dependent on the path which has the
second maximum lifetime in all possible paths. In SMM-VCG mechanism, we integrated the idea of SMM
mechanism with Ad hoc-VCG. We proved that these two mechanisms are truthful, and proposed a routing algorithm
Ad hoc-SMM to implement the mechanisms. Finally, we conducted experiments to evaluate the payment ratio
performance of our mechanisms. It is shown that the payment ratios of mechanisms in different environments are
relatively small and stable due to the nature of lifetime-aware routing algorithms.
We believe that Ad hoc-SMM is a first step in the design of a maximum lifetime routing protocol that achieves
truthfulness, and it leaves open for better improvement. Ad hoc-SMM works based on the assumption that nodes do
not collaborate to cheat. How to deal with cheating nodes coalitions will be investigated in our future work.
Reference [19] provided us a clue to design a collusion-resistant routing protocol. Reference [19] assumes that
colluding nodes do not fully trust each other unconditionally. It provided a method to make it impossible for each
node to convince other nodes that it has taken the actions required by collusion. Consequently, other nodes are not
willing to transfer profit to this node in fear that this node may be cheating them. There are two basic approaches
that a node can convince other nodes about its own action: showing private type information it has sent to source
node or showing payment messages it has received from source node. To prevent node showing private type
information to other nodes, the message sent to and recognized by source node is digitally signed. To prevent the
payment messages from be decrypted by colluding nodes, Ref.[19] developed a cryptographic technique which
signs payment with restricted verifier signature and the signature can be verified only by player node and central
bank. We will continue our work to deal with cheating nodes coalitions based on Ref.[19] and try to release the
assumption that colluding nodes do not fully trust each other unconditionally.
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